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By Kate March

Xlibris Corporation. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 168 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x
6.0in. x 0.6in.No Witnesses. Those two words and the thinking behind them drove three petty thugs
to become mass murderers. Their crime, which rocked the sleepy suburban Delhi Township, did, in
fact, have witnesses, before and after it was committed, including the women they killed. This is the
story of how top notch police work, emerging technology, and interdepartmental cooperation led
to the murderers arrests. No Witnesses was written based upon full examination of the interview
tapes, the trial transcripts, and interviews of the key characters involved, including John Leigh.
After being sentenced to death, the three killers sentences were commuted to life in prison. No
Witnesses also gives a glimpse inside the Ohio prison system, uncovering the underground markets,
gangs, and characters Ohio locks away to protect its citizens. This is a fascinating collaboration by
two pros - an accomplished and talented reporter and a respected law enforcement leader.
Working together they tell the true story of a vicious crime in a quiet suburban community and how
the perpetrators were brought to justice. Dusty Rhodes, Hamilton County Auditor and former Delhi
Township Trustee How the worlds of...
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ReviewsReviews

Most of these publication is the perfect ebook accessible. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have got read through. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you request me).
-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin

It is easy in study safer to comprehend. It can be writter in basic phrases and never confusing. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- Emmitt Harber-- Emmitt Harber
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